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The Reach of a GROUP

The Dedication of a SME
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The groups DJ MECA and WHITE Technologies have combined their experience 

and know-how, to become your preferred supplier in machining, by becoming :
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Our strategy

- To put at your disposal, a complete offer of machining skills, for the production of precision 

parts and complex mechanical assemblies as well

- To help you industrialize your products and projects

- Supply you with sub-assemblies

- To supply you with low, medium and large volume production thanks to our production park of 

over 400 machine-tools spread out on 9 dedicated manufacturing sites, catering to your needs

- To offer speed, flexibility and competitive services

- To help you benefit from a best-cost offer thanks to our production site in Serbia
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DJ MECA GROUP

DJ Meca Civens

Turnover 2017= 
7,5M€

55 employees DJ Meca Voiron

Turnover 2017= 6 
M€

40 employees

DJ Meca
Chateauponsac

Turnover 2017= 
6,9M€

35 employees

DJ Meca Champdieu

Turnover 2017= 
6,5M€

48 employees

DJ Meca Roanne

Turnover 2017= 
900k€

10 employees

DJ Meca Scionzier

Turnover 2017= 

4 M€

35 employees

JLB-SOULIER Serbie

Turnover 2017= 
700K€

25 employees

SOULIER LPM

Turnover 2017= 
1,5M€

20 employees

JLB Technologies

Turnover 2017= 
2,8M€

35 employees

- 32 M€ turnover

- 8 production sites in France

- 1 production site in Serbia

- 350 employees

- 400 production machines

Sectors where we are present:

- Equipment goods

- Specialized machines

- Tools

- Armament

- Automobile

- Railway( NF-EN 15085 cl3 )

- Nuclear( Certified RCCM )

- Aeronotic ( NF-EN 9100 )
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Notre objectif
Devenir un partenaire de nos clients pour les accompagner dans leur développement

- Proposition d’une offre de service élargie :

 Composants

 Sous-ensembles

 Gestion complète de projets de l’étude à l’industrialisation avec intégration de composants et de technologies différentes

- Notre offre : 

 Nous sommes force de proposition dans le but d’optimiser les temps d’usinages afin de réduire les coûts et de tendre vers un objectif

commun : la productivité

 Nous travaillons la plupart des alliages ferreux et non ferreux ainsi que divers matériaux polymères et composites

 Avec nos sous-traitants partenaires nous prenons en charge les traitements de surface et traitements thermiques nécessaires

 Nous maitrisons les différentes étapes d’un dossier : études, logistique, achats, etc….
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CO-CONCEPTION

We’re dedicated to working with you to optimize and help
Design To Cost your products

Which is why we regularly offer technical advice with the
goal of lowering your overall production costs

We’ve mastered the various production phases, from
conception (partnership), to final delivery following your
production orders

This is why we’ve developed valuable relationships with
clients such as: SIDEL, SCHNEIDER, STAUBLI, SKF,
THALES…



Our offer : 

• Milling

• Turning

• Small diameter turning/screw mahcining

• Laser-cutting

• Water-Jet cutting

• Sheet metal - Bending- Deep drawing

• Mechanical welding

• Wire cutting - Electro erosion

• Grinding - Broaching

• Painting – Surface finishing

• Assembly and sub-assembly production
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MILLING

We have at our disposal over 100 vertical and horizontal
CNC milling machines, with 3 and 4 axes (OKK,
MAZAK, KITAMURA, DOOSAN, etc… )

Our milling machines with pallet changers offer the
possibility of milling for series production

Our largest milling machine can work parts up to 6000 x
2000 x 1000 in size

We are specialized in the machining of:

- - parts from block material

- - Forged and casted parts
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TURNING

We have over 160 CNC turning machines tready to

produce the parts you need ( NAKAMURA, MAZAK,

DOOSAN, etc.)

We’re equipped with CNC machines with single-spindle,

bi-spindle, bi turret and even three turret machines,

with bar-feeders, and we have mastered hard-turning as

well

Our machines are capable of machining parts with

diameters form 15 up to 750 mm, with a length from

point to point up to 5000 mm
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SCREW MACHINING

Our Scionzier factory is located in the “vallée de l’Arve”

region, famed for its skill in small diameter turning. We

have in this domain over 50 years of experiences

The factory is equipped with 39 small diameter turning

machines with bar-feeders ready to respond to your

turning needs with sliding and fixed head-stock machines

(CITIZEN, STAR, TORNOS, MYANO, NAKAMURA, etc.)

The machine mark can manufacture parts from 2mm

in diameter up to 65 mm
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LASER CUTTING

We are equipped with 5 laser cutting machines capable on

working sheet of:

 aluminum ( thickness maxi 12 mm )

 stainless steel( thickness maxi 15 mm )

 steel ( thickness maxi 20 mm )

One of our machines is equiped with a 5 axes head

capable of cutting various forms.

Max sheets sizes : 2 x 4 meters

We can cut using Nitrogen N² et and Oxygen O²
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WATER-JET CUTTING

We have 3 water-jet machines:

 BYJET : 3 x 12 meters, 4 heads, 2 pumps

 RESATO ACM 3030 : 3 x 3 meters

 LDSA :  4 x 3 meters, 2 tables, 3 heads one of which 

has 5 axes, 6200 bars

We can respond to your needs for cutting all types of 

materials of any thickness
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SHEET METAL - BENGING-

DEEP DRAWING

We are equipped with 5 bending presses with pressure 

from 25, up to 600 tones and up to 6 meters in width ( 

AMADA, COLLY, etc... )

We also have shears, cutting presses, punch presses, 

stamping presses…, in total 25 dedicated machines for 

sheet metal works
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MECANICAL WELDING 

Thanks to our experience in TIG, MIG, MAG, and spot

welding (ARO resistance welding) we can meet your

needs in mechanical welding and metal fabrication on

stainless steel, aluminum and regular steel

We can also offer robot welding as well
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WIRE CUTTING – ELECTRO 

EROSION 

We have 10 wire cutting machines, one of which is a

electro-sinking machine

With our varied equipment we can respond to your needs

with the shortest delays
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GRINDING - BROACHING

Our machine park:

- 10 machines for flat, centerless and cylindrical grinding

- 2 broaching machines( 1 vertical et 1 horizontal )

Our partnerships with expert companies allow us to

respond with a complete package based on your inquiries
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PAITNING – SURFACE FINISHING

With our means, we can offer you liquid painting ( water soluble and
polyurethane) :

 Up to 250 kg/ml

 Dimensions 12 x 4 m

 Internal loading by forklift category 3

 Arial conveyor for transfers entry/exit

We are also equipped with surface finishing capabilities:

 Sandblasting SKAT BLAST

 Deburring GRINDINGMASTER with washing and drying

 Deburring: abrasive, barrel and vibrating bowl

 Washing machines SINA and ILSA ( multi-palet )

 Ultrasound machine FISA
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ASSEMBLIES AND SUB-

ASSEMBLIES

We have been supplying our clients with assemblies and

sub-assemblies of various complexity for years

We can integrate pneumatics, electronics and hydraulics

into the assemblies in order to deliver a complete product

We also develop testing tables to check the working

condition of the assemblies before shipping
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QUALITY CONTROL

Each and everyone of our production sites is equiped with

three dimensional automatic measuring machines

We have at our disposal:

 A QC 1200x1200mm measuring laser

 Several contourographs

 Several measurement columns

 Binocular magnification x100 with micrometric stop

 Several profile projectors

 FARO measuring arm
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INVESTMENTS

To assure continued improvements of our capabilities we

have been investing continues sly over the years.

Over 10 million euro’s were invested over the last 5 years

in new production space in France and Serbia, as well as

in production means within the whole of the group.
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BEST-COST SITE 

With our factory located in Serbia, we can offer you a best-

cost solution the same quality

This production site, located within a new building

inaugurated in Fall 2018, is specialized in the machining of

small to medium series of mechanical parts.

Since 2018, we have invested in various means of

production (brake press, laser cutting, etc.) so that we

might offer you a complementary and competitive offer in

sheet metal and welding services
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Site internet : www.djmeca.com

We thank you for your attention
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http://www.djmeca.com/

